THIS FIREBALL DIDN'T JUST FALL FROM THE SKY...

...WE’VE BEEN AROUND SINCE 1948!

For over 50 years SWANSON ASSOCIATES has offered you a quality line of glow plugs at a reasonable price. With our diverse line of products there is a plug to fit every situation.

The MIRACLE GLOW ELEMENT is made of a superior platinum alloy that gives up to 3 times longer life than the average glow plug. The wider coil provides higher R.P.M. and a competitive edge on the racing field. The improved COLOR CODED INSULATION keeps the plug from blowing, even under high compression.

Try one of our FIREBALL GLOW PLUGS today, and see if you don't experience greater performance for your money!

ONLY

#Si-8-
The FIREBALL SILVER – 1.2 to 1.5 volts. This “Power” plug is Fireball’s coldest plug yet. Great for gas-powered cars, it will withstand the most extreme conditions, both in the air and on the ground. In long and short reach, color coded with SILVER insulator.

#H30-
The FIREBALL HOT – 1.2 to 3 volts. For fast starts in any weather, especially winter. This antiflood plug has good idle characteristics. Excellent for R/C and FF. Perk up those tired mills! In long and short reach, color coded with RED insulator.

#S20-
The FIREBALL STANDARD – 1.5 to 2 volt. Excellent for general applications. Designed for extra long life and dependability. In long and short reach, color coded with YELLOW insulator.

#SC10-
The FIREBALL SUPER COOL – 1.5 volts. Features Hi-TEMP seal designed for high compression and high temperature use. Replaces our previous cool plug. In long and short reach, color coded with BLUE insulator.

#S20RC-
The FIREBALL R/C IDLE BAR – 1.5 to 2.0 volts. Designed for R/C sport and competition flying. Available in long and short reach.

SWANSON ASSOCIATES
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